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Abstract 
The P-selective sets (Selman, 1979) are those sets for which there is a polynomial-time 
algorithm that, given any two strings, determines which is “more likely” to belong to the set: if 
either of the strings is in the set, the algorithm chooses one that is in the set. We prove that, for 
each k, the k-ary Boolean connectives under which the P-selective sets are closed are exactly 
those that are either completely degenerate or almost-completely degenerate. We determine the 
complexity of the index set of the r.e. P-selective sets - X$-complete. 
1. Introduction and definitions 
Selman [17] defined the P-selective sets, the complexity-theoretic analogs of 
Jockush’s [ll] semi-recursive sets. A set is P-selective if it has a polynomial-time 
“selector” (“semi-decision”) function that determines, given any two strings, one that is 
logically no less likely to belong to the set. 
Definition 1.1 (Selman [17]). A set L is P-selective if there is a (total) polynomial-time 
function f( . , - ) such that (Vx,ytX*) [f(x,y) = x vf(x,y) = y] and (Vx,yeC*) 
[(x E L v y 6 L) * f(x, y) E L]. We will refer to f( . , - ) as a selector function for L. We 
will use P-Se1 to refer to the class of P-selective sets. 
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After the P-selective sets were defined in 1979, for just over half a decade rapid 
progress was made in their study [12,13,17-193. There followed, for no particularly 
clear reason, a half decade during which little progress was made in the study of 
P-selectivity. However, during the past few years, brisk progress has resumed, and 
many open issues regarding the P-selective sets have been settled. For example, 
resolving issues open since Selman’s eminal papers, Buhrman et al. [3] proved that 
a set is in P if and only if it is both P-selective and Turing self-reducible, and Buhrman 
et al. [2] established that the P-selective sets are closed downwards under positive 
Turing reductions. Many other recent papers (see the survey [4]) have studied the 
properties of the P-selective sets and of such related classes as the NP-selective sets, 
and have shown, for example, that NP cannot have a bounded-truth-table-complete 
P-selective set unless P = NP (Cl], [lS] and the paper by Agrawal and Arvind in the 
same proceedings as Cl]), and that if multivalued NP functions have single-valued 
refinements then the polynomial hierarchy collapses [lo]. 
In this paper, we study two issues regarding the P-selective sets: Boolean closure 
properties and index set complexity. A k-ary Boolean connective is a function 
Z:(2z*)k + 2z* satisfying (3fr : (0, I}” + (0, I}) (V B1, . . . , Bk E x*) (Vx E X*) 
[x EI(&, a-,&) * 1 =fi(x~,tx), -.. , xa(x))], where xc represents, for each set C, the 
characteristic function of C. For example, intersection n (B, , B,) = def B1 n Bz, is one 
of the sixteen 2-ary Boolean connectives. Since each I has a unique&, we may speak of 
the functionf, as if it were the connective itself. We say a k-ary Boolean connective Z is 
completely degenerate if fi is a constant function, and we say a k-ary Boolean 
connective is almost-completely degenerate if there is a j, 1 < j < k, such that the 
two (k - 1)-ary Boolean connectives fr(xl, x2, . . . , Xj_ 1, 0, Xj+ 1, . . . , Xk) and 
j&1,x1, ... ~Xj-l~l~Xj+l~~~~~ xk) are both completely degenerate. The P-selective sets 
are said to be closed under k-ary Boolean connective I if I is a k-ary Boolean connective 
and (VB1,. . . , Bk E P-Sel) [I(B,, . . . , Bk) E P-Sell. For each k, we prove that, among the 
2** k-ary Boolean connectives, the P-selective sets are closed under exactly the 2k + 2 
that are completely or almost-completely degenerate. 
An important issue in recursive function theory is the index complexity of classes 
[16,20]. We determine that the index set of the r.e. P-selective sets, 
Zp_kl =def {M 1 L(M) is P-selective}, is C$complete. That is, determining whether 
Turing machines’ languages are recursive and determining whether Turing machines’ 
languages are P-selective are, in recursion-theoretic terms, equally hard. 
2. Results 
2.1. Intersections and other Boolean closures 
For each k, we completely characterize the k-ary Boolean connectives under which 
the P-selective sets are closed. Our construction uses the technique of spacing a set so 
widely that smaller strings can be brute-forced, a technique dating back to an early 
paper of Kurtz [14]. 
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Lemma 2.1. The P-selective sets are not closed under intersection. 
Proof. Define ~(0) = 2, p(i + 1) = 2*‘“’ for each i20, and R,={iliENr\p(k)< 
i < p(k + l)}. We will implicitly use the standard correspondence between Z* and N. 
We define two special classes of languages: 
~B,={A~NI(V~~O)[R*~~A=~]A(V~~O)(VX,~ER~~+~) 
[(x < YAXEA) * YEA]}. 
~~={A~NI~j~O)[R,jnA=0]A(Vj~O)(VX,yER2j+~) 
[(X < yAyEA) * XEA]}. 
As is standard, E will denote U, b ,DTIME[2’“]. We claim that 
%‘r n E E P-Sel. (*) 
To prove (*), consider an arbitrary set A in V1 n E. We define a selector function 
f as follows: (i) if x, y E R,j + I for some j, then let f(x, y) = max {x, y>; (ii) if x (or y, or 
both) is in R,j for some j, then letf(x, y) = y (or x, or x); (iii) if x E Rzj+ r, y E R,, + 1 for 
some j, j’ such that j < j’, then decide whether x E A, and if x E A then letf(x, y) = x else 
letfky) = Y; (iv) if yERzj+lv xER2j*+l, for some j, j’ such that j < j' then decide 
whether y E A, and if y E A then let f(x, y) = y else let f(x, y) = x. Note that, as A E E 
and - in cases (iii) and (iv) - 1 y I 2 2*“’ (or Ix I 2 2*“‘), in these cases we indeed can easily 
decide by brute force whether x E A (or ye A). So it is not hard to see that f is 
computable in time polynomial in max { Ix 1, Iy I}. 
For the same reason, %Zz n E c P-Sel. 
Let (Mi)i,zN be a standard enumeration of deterministic polynomial-time Turing 
machines. Without loss of generality, we may assume this enumeration has the 
property that for each j E N the running time of Mj(z,, z2) is less than 2max~l’ll~1’21) for 
all ~1, ~2 E Rzj+ 1. 
For each j > 0, define Wj,a = p(2j + l), wj,b = 1 + p(2j + l), and 
B = {iI(!lj)[iERzj+1 A (i 2 wj, b V 6 2 wj.0 A Mj(wj, II) wj, b) = wj, b))] }; 
D = {iI(Ij)[iERzj+l A(i < Wj.0 v(i< wj,bAMj(wj,mwj,b) # wj,b))l)- 
Clearly B E Vi n E and D E W2 n E, so B and D are P-selective. Now we prove that 
B n D is not a P-selective set. By the way of contradiction, suppose that B n D is 
P-selective, and suppose Mj, computes a P-selector function for B n D. By the 
definition of B and D, for each j, {Wj,., Wj,b} n (B n D) # 0. However, if WjO,a EB n D, 
then by the definition of B, Mj,(Wj,,,, ,o,b w. ) must be definition of D, 
this implies wjo,b$ D. SO WjO,b $ B n D. Thus we have Wj,,a EB n D, Wj,,b# B n D, and 
MjO (wjO,ay w. ) = Wjo,b, which contradicts the assumption that Mj, is a P-selector lo. b 
function for B n D. On the other hand, if wjO,b E B n D, then by the definition of D, 
Mj,,(wj,,.a, wjo, b) must h Wjo,.a, but by the definition of B, this implies wjO,,# B. And so 
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wjO,,# B n D, which similarly is a contradiction. Hence B n D is not a P-selective 
set. Cl 
Corollary 2.2. The P-selective sets are not closed under the following eight 2-ary 
Boolean connectives: L1 n Lz, G n Lz, Lt n G, c n G, L1 v Lz, z v Lz, 
-- 
L1 v Lz, L1 v z. 
Proof. Follows easily from the standard fact that a language L is P-selective if and 
only if its complement is P-selective. 0 
Lemma 2.3. The P-selective sets are not closed under NXOR or XOR (i.e., 
(L, n L,) u (L, n Z;) or (L, n L,) u (G n L,)). 
Proof. Let B and D be the same as in Lemma 2.1. Note that 
BNXORD = (Bn D) 6 (IJ k a oR,k), where 6 denotes that the two operands being 
unioned happen to be disjoint. By a proof analogous to that of Lemma 2.1 (except hat 
all R,j strings will be in all WI and Wz sets), it is easy to see BNXORD is not 
P-selective either. The XOR case follows immediately from this. 0 
From the above proofs, we easily have the following claim. 
Theorem 2.4. The P-selective sets are closed under exactly six 2-ary Boolean connect- 
ives, namely, the completely degenerate and almost-completely degenerate connectives. 
This concludes our discussion of the closure properties of the P-selective sets under 
2-ary Boolean connectives. Now we discuss the general case - the closure properties of 
the P-selective sets under k-ary Boolean connectives. 
By the definition of k-ary Boolean connective, we know for k languages 
L,,Lz ,..., Lk, Z(L1 ,..., Lk)= {x[(~cQ ,..., CQ) [fi(~~ ,..., Q)= lAxcL;ln ... n 
LPI}, where CQ, .. . , elk are Boolean valued, L” = L if c1= 1, and L” = I? if CI = 0. 
Theorem 2.5. Zf I is a k-ary Boolean connective, then the P-selective sets are closed 
under I if and only if I is either completely degenerate or almost-completely degenerate. 
Proof. By the definition of being completely degenerate and being almost-completely 
degenerate, we just need to prove the following claim. 
Claim. The P-selective sets are closed under a k-ary Boolean connective f if and only if 
one of the following conditions holds: 
(l) (V~l**‘ak) [f(@?,...,‘xk)= 11; 
(2) (Vu1 --‘at) [f(%,...,ak)=O]; 
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(3) (3i)(Val”‘Cli_l,Cli+l”‘~k) [f(al,...,ak)=ai]; 
(4) (3i)(VUl...ai_l,Cli+l”‘ak) [f(ai,...,Clk)=C(i]. 
For k = 1, we know P-selective sets are closed under identity and complement, so 
the claim holds. For k = 2, the above claim is proven as Theorem 2.4. 
Suppose f is a (k + 1)-ary Boolean connective. The “if” direction of the claim is 
trivial. Now we prove that the “only if” direction holds. Assumefdoes not satisfy any 
of the following conditions: 
(5) (Vai ... &+l) [f(%, . . ..Mk+l) = l]; 
(6) (t/h--‘ak+l) [f(~l~...,~k+l)=O]; 
(7) (Ii) (‘dal.‘.Cli-l,C(i+l”‘ak+l) [f(@l,~*~,~k+l)= ai]; 
(8) (3i) (tf~l...ai-l,~i+l...~k+l) Cf(~~,..-,~k+~)=h]* 
Definefi,,i(al...cri-l,ai+l...clk+l)=f(cc,,..., ak + 1 ), and note that for each i and Cli, 
it holds that f;:,+ is a k-ary Boolean connective. We will prove the claim via the 
following two cases: 
Case 1: (Vi,Cti) [1;:,ai satisfies one Of(l)-(4)]. 
Subcase 1: For some i, fi, 0 satisfies (1) or (2) and fi, 1 satisfies (1) or (2). 
It is easy to see that f becomes completely degenerate or almost-completely 
degenerate, and therefore satisfies one of (5)-(8). This contradicts our assumption. 
Subcase 2: For some i, one of fi, 0 and fi, 1 satisfies (1) or (2), and the other one of 
fi, 0 andfi, 1 satisfies (3) or (4). In this case,fdoes not satisfy any of (5)-(8). We must 
prove that the P-selective sets are not closed under thisf: Without loss of generality, 
we assume i = 1. Throughout the rest of this proof, let B and D be the specific 
P-selective sets constructed in Lemma 2.1. 
Consider f(0, az, . . . , Q+~) = 0 and f(l,q, . . . , ak+ 1) = C(j for some j such that 
2~jQk+1.LetLl=B,Lj=D,andLi=C*foreachisuchthat1<i~k+1and 
i#j.ThenweknowI(L1,...,Lk+,)= BnD, and B n D is not a P-selective set. So the 
P-selective sets are not closed under this& 
Consider f(0, CQ, .. . , ak+l) = 1 and f(l,~, . . . . &+ 1) = Clj for some j such that 
2~j~k+l.LetL,=B,L~=D,andL~=~*foreachisuchthatl<i~k+land 
i #j. Then we have Z(Ll, . . . , Lk + 1) = B n D which is not a P-selective set. 
Next, considerf(O,az, . . . ,ak+ 1) = 0 andf(l,a,, . . . , ak+ i) = Gj for some j such that 
2~jdk+1.SetL,=B,Lj=D,andLi=C*foreachisuchthat1<i~k+1and 
i fj. Again we have I(L,, . . . , Lk+ 1) = B n D which is not a P-selective set. 
Finally considerf(O,u,,...,cck+,)= 1 andf(l,a2,...,uk+i)=ij for some j such 
that 2 < j Q k + 1. Let L1 = fi, Lj = 0, and Li = Xc* for each i such that 
1<i~k+1andi#j.AgainwehaveI(L,,...,Lk+l)=BnDwhichisnotaP- 
selective set. 
Subcase 3: For some i,f;:, o satisfies (3) or (4) andh, 1 satisfies (3) or (4). Without loss 
of generality, we assume i = 1. 
Consider f(0, CQ, .. . , ak+l) = aj andf(l,a2,... ,C(k+l) = aY for SOme j and j’ such 
that 2 < j and 2 < j' d k + 1 (the case j’ = 1 is included in Subcase 2). Ifj = j’, then (7) 
holds. This contradicts the assumption. If j # j', thenfindeed does not satisfy any of 
(5)-(8). Set Ll = B, Lj = B, Lj, = D, and Li = C* for i # l,j, j’. Then 
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w r,...,Lk+l)=(L1nLj)u(L1nLY)=(BnB)u(BnD)=BnD. Sointhiscase 
also the P-selective sets are not closed under& 
Consider f(0, az, . . . , ak+l)=crjandf(l,az,...,ak+l)=~~ for somejandj’such 
that2~jand2~j’~k+l.Ifj=j’,thenletL,=~*fori#l,j.No~wehave 
I(L 1, . . . , Lk+l) = (z n Lj) u (L, n G), which is the XOR operator. By Lemma 2.3, 
the P-selective sets are not closed under this operator. Ifj #j’, then let LI = B, Lj = B, 
Li. = 0, we have Z(L1, . . . , Lk+ 1) = B n D which is not a P-selective set. 
By a similar argument, we can also prove that the P-selective sets are not closed 
under the operatorfsuch thatf(O,a,,...,ak+l)=Ejandf(l,az,...,ak+l)=aY for 
some j and j’ such that 2 < j and 2 < j' d k + 1, and that the P-selective sets are not 
closed under the operatorfsuch thatf(O,a,, . . . , ak+ 1) = Ej andf(l,a2,. . . , ak+ 1) = 6fj 
forsomejandjrsuchthat2<jand2<j’<k+1. 
Case 2: There exists an i and ai such thut_&i does not satisjy any of(l)-(4). Without 
loss of generality, suppose i = k + 1. Consider ai = 0. Let Lk+ 1 = 8. Then 
I&, . . . > Lk+l) = $~+,,zt,,(L1>-.~ Lk) (by the definition of I). By our inductive as- 
sumption, we know that underfk + I,at+l, the P-selective sets are not closed, and thus 
they are not closed under thisf: 
Now consider ai = 1. Let Lk+i = z*. Then Z,(L,, . . . ,Lk+l) = $&L1, . . . ,Lk). 
Again, by our inductive assumption, we know that the P-selective sets are not closed 
under this& 0 
Note that there are exactly 2k + 2 completely degenerate or almost-completely 
degenerate k-ary connectives (2 of the former and 2k of the latter). 
Corollary 2.6. For each k > 0, the P-selective sets are closed under exactly 2k + 2 k-ary 
Boolean connectives. 
It is not hard to see, from the approach of the proof of Theorem 2.5, not just that the 
P-selective sets are not closed under any k-ary Boolean connective that is neither 
completely degenerate nor almost-completely degenerate, but also that for any such 
connective I and any reasonable time (or space) class (e.g., DTIME [22’“]), there are 
P-selective sets such that applying the operator to them yields a set not selective via 
any selector function from the time (or space) class. 
Finally, let Q denote the join operation, which is also variously known as “marked 
union” and “disjoint union”. In particular, for any sets A and B, let A Cl3 B = 
(Ox I x E A} u { ly 1 y E B}. Note that almost all known complexity classes are closed 
under the join. Indeed, even such a badly behaved class as UP - which does not 
robustly possess complete sets [5,9], positive relativizations [S], or upward separ- 
ation [73 - is clearly closed under the join. However, as the P-selective sets are closed 
downwards under positive truth-table reductions [18] and A n B positive truth-table 
reduces to A 8 B, Lemma 2.1 implies the following result. 
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Theorem 2.7. 7’he P-selective sets are not closed under the join. 
2.2. Indices 
We now show that the complexity of determining whether a set (specified by 
a Turing machine) is P-selective - that is, the index set of the (r.e.) P-selective sets - is 
C$complete. Let Mr, Mz, . . . be a standard enumeration of deterministic, clocked, 
polynomial-time Turing machines. Let Al, A?*, . . . be a standard enumeration of 
Turing machines. For each i, let Wi = L(Gi). For each i and t, let Wi, t denote the set of 
all strings accepted by Gi within t steps. 
Definition 2.8. We define wzn and w2” + I (which will be the pair of elements witnessing 
the failure of some P-selector) by: w. = 2, and for each n > 0, wZn+ 1 = 1 + win and 
1% 
WZ(n+l) = 22 . 
Definition 2.9. We define a language L as follows: For all i and m, if 
Mi(wZ<i,rn), wZ<i,m) + 1) = WZ<i,m), then put WZ<i,m) + 1into L and keep Wq<i,m) out of L. 
IfMdw2(i,m>, WZ(i,m) + 1) = WZ(i,rn) + 17 then put W2(i,m) into L and keep WT<i,m) + 1 out 
of L. Otherwise do nothing. 
Lemma 2.10. The language L dejned above is recursive but not P-selective. 
Proof. Since each machine Mi is polynomial-time clocked, L is recursive. 
Suppose that L is a P-selective set and suppose Mi, is a polynomial-time selector. 
Fix any m. Then if Mi,(W2(io,m>, WZ(i,,m) + 1) = W2(io,m), by the definition of L, 
WZ(i,,m) + 1 is in L but W2<i,,m> is not in L, SO Mi, selects the one that is not in L. Thus 
Mb certainly does not compute a P-selector function for L. If Mi,(WZ<i,,m>, WZ(i,,m) + 1) 
= W2<i,,m)+ 1, in the same way we again get a contradiction. Hence L is not a P- 
selective set. 0 
Lemma 2.11. Let L[‘l = {W2(jp), W2(i,m) + I( m E N} n L. Then L[‘l is a polynomial-time 
computable set, i.e., L[‘] E P. 
Proof. It is clear that L[‘] can be recognized by simulating the machine Miy which is 
polynomial-time clocked, on the appropriate elements. 0 
Theorem 2.12. {iGi 1 L(A?,) E P-Sell is X’$complete. 
Proof. (i) (Counting the quanti$ers) i E Zp_s~ 0 Wi is P-selective o(3f:f is poly- 
nomial-time computable function) (V X, y E Xc*) [((x E Wi v y E Wi) * f(x, y) E Wi) A 
(f(% Y) = x Vf(%Y) = Y)l. 
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By the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm (see [16]), it is easy to see that Zp_sei E Ci, since 
the predicate (z E Wi) is Ey. 
(ii) (Construction of the reduction) Fix a set A E Eg. We will describe a recursive 
reduction h such that (Vx) [x E A o h(x) E IP_sel]. In particular, we will construct sets 
B,. We arrange the construction so that [x EA * B, is P-selective] and [x$ A 
=E- B, is not P-selective]. The instructions for B, will depend effectively on x. Hence 
we shall have a recursive function h such that B, = lV,,(-+ and thus, A ~~Zp_et via 
reduction h. 
From basic recursion theory ([20], see also [6]), we know there is a recursive 
function g(x, y) such that 
x E A 0 (3 y) [ WecX, Y)is infinite]. 
For every x, we describe below the effective construction of a set C, by induction on 
stages. Note that C, is a recursively enumerable set an index of which, by our 
construction, will be recursive in x. Define C, = u, 3 ,, C,,,. 
Stage 0: Set C,, 0 = 8. 
Stage s + 1: During the following construction, the set L is defined as in Definition 
2.9. For each y 6 s, if 
then we add to C,, s+ 1 all WZ<i,m) and WZ(i,m) +1 that (a) are in LIil and (b) satisfy 
y < i d s and m d s. This ends the construction of C,. 
Finally, we define B, = L u C,. The construction just given yields, keeping in mind 
that L is recursive and g is recursive, that C, is a recursively enumerable set an index of 
which is recursive in x, that is, there is a recursive function k so that (Vx) [IV,+) = C,]. 
So, as L is recursive, there indeed is a recursive reduction h such that (Vx) 
CWlqX) = M. 
(iii) (Verfication) If x E A, then there is a y, (for specificity, consider the least one) 
such that W,(X,,O,) is infinite. Then by our construction, ( Wgtx,yoj,s n E 6 “) # 
(~~kYo),s+ 1 n c 6 ’ + ‘) will hold at infinitely many stages, and so the elements in each 
L[‘] with i 2 y, will eventually be enumerated into C,, and will eventually be removed 
from c. Since K = L n c, it follows that E is the finite union of L[‘] where i < y,. 
By Lemma 2.11, this implies that B, is the finite union of P sets, and thus is in P, and 
so B, is also in P, and thus is P-selective. 
If x # 4 then wgcX, y) is finite for each y. By our construction, only finitely many 
elements in each LIil will be enumerated into C,, and thus be removed from c, that is, 
regarding the set L n c, for each i it holds that in L”] n c there are still infinitely 
many elements available to witness the failure of Mi to be a P-selector function for 
L nc (i.e., E), and thus for no i is Mi a P-selector for B, (essentially by the same 
argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.10, except choosing in that proof the m now to 
be some m not in the finite number chopped out of c by the construction). So E is 
not a P-selective set, and thus neither is B,. 
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Now we have achieved the equivalence, 
379 
XEA * wh(x, is P-selective 0 h(x) E ZP_sel, 
which completes our proof. 0 
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